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Hybrid atom-photon quantum gate in a superconducting microwave resonator
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We propose a hybrid quantum gate between an atom and a microwave photon in a superconducting coplanar
waveguide cavity by exploiting the strong resonant microwave coupling between adjacent Rydberg states. Using
experimentally achievable parameters gate fidelities >0.99 are possible on submicrosecond time scales for
waveguide temperatures below 40 mK. This provides a mechanism for generating entanglement between two
disparate quantum systems and represents an important step in the creation of a hybrid quantum interface
applicable for both quantum simulation and quantum information processing.
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Quantum information processing provides a route to
efficient solutions for many problems that are intractable
on conventional classical computers. While there has been
tremendous recent progress in the realization of small-scale
quantum circuits comprised of several quantum bits (“qubits”)
using a wide range of physical implementations [1], research
indicates that a fault-tolerant quantum computer that exceeds
what is possible on existing classical machines will require a
network of thousands of qubits, far beyond current capabilities.
Hybrid quantum computation exploits the unique strengths
of disparate quantum technologies, enabling realization of
a scalable processor capable of both fast gates and long
coherence times that has yet to be achieved using a single
physical qubit. Superconducting qubits coupled via microwave
resonators have been identified as promising candidates for
such an interface offering both fast (approximately nanosecond) gate times and a scalability through fabrication of
chip-based superconducting circuits [2–4], which have already
been used to implement quantum algorithms [5], many-body
Hamiltonians [6], and synthesis of arbitrary quantum states
of the resonator mode [7]. However, a limiting factor is the
coherence time of the qubits, typically around 60 μs [8,9].
This makes coupling the superconducting circuits to external
qubits for quantum memory advantageous. To date a number
of systems have been explored for this purpose, including
solid state spin ensembles [10], color centers in diamond [11],
nanomechical resonators [12], and atoms.
Atomic systems offer very long coherence times, and can be
coupled to the microwave cavity mode via the weak magnetic
dipole transition between hyperfine ground states [13–15]. Recently, coherence times exceeding 3 s have been demonstrated
for a Bose-Einstein condensate held above a resonator at 4 K
[16]. Alternatively, the strong electric dipole coupling between
close-lying Rydberg states can be used to obtain strong
coupling of a single atom to the microwave field [14,17,18].
Rydberg atoms have strong dipole-dipole interactions which
can be utilized for both atomic and photonic quantum gates
[19,20]. These combined properties can be exploited to create
a hybrid quantum interface capable of fast processing times
using the superconducting qubits with long storage time in
the atomic quantum memory, as well as the ability to map
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from the atomic state to optical systems for communication
across a quantum network [21]. The microwave resonator
can additionally be utilized to extend the strong interactions
between Rydberg atoms to enable entanglement of single
photons interacting with spatially separated atomic ensembles
[22]. Recent progress towards chip-based experiments has
been the demonstration of coherent driving of Rydberg states
near the surface of atom chips [23,24].
We propose a hybrid quantum gate between a superconducting microwave cavity photon and an atom trapped above
the electric field antinode of a coplanar waveguide resonator
(CPW) as shown in Fig. 1. This exploits the strong electric
dipole moment d ∼ n2 ea0 between close-lying Rydberg states
with transition frequencies in the microwave regime, where n
is the principal quantum number. The electric dipole of the n =
100 Rydberg state is approximately six orders of magnitude
greater than the magnetic dipole coupling of the hyperfine
ground states, making it possible to achieve strong
coupling
√
with a single atom rather than requiring a N collective
coupling enhancement [13,14]. This gate can be used to
transfer entanglement from the cavity mode to the atomic state,
facilitating an atomic quantum memory for superconducting
circuits which is a vital component for constructing a robust
hybrid quantum interface. Unlike previous proposals [14]
this scheme only requires a single resonant coupling from
an atomic qubit level to the Rydberg state, simplifying the
implementation.
We consider an atom held close to the surface of a
superconducting CPW cavity with a cavity frequency ωc and
cavity lifetime 1/κ. A schematic of the experiment is shown
in Fig. 1(a). The relevant atomic level scheme for the gate
implementation is shown in Fig. 1(b), with the qubit states
encoded in two different hyperfine ground states of an alkali
atom. State |1 is resonantly coupled to a high principal
quantum number Rydberg state |r via a classical laser field
with Rabi frequency . This Rydberg state is chosen such
that the transition frequency ωrr  = ωr  − ωr from |r to a
close-lying (n = 0) microwave coupled state |r   is nearly
resonant with the microwave cavity mode ωc . The choice of
n = 0 maximizes the dipole moment d rr  for the transition.
The coupling between the Rydberg states and the cavity is
described by the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian [25], which
in the rotating wave approximation is given by
Hˆ = σ̂+ σ̂− + g(σ̂+ â + σ̂− â † ),
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where  = ωc − ωrr  , σ̂+ = |r  r| is the Rydberg state atomic
raising operator, â and â † are the annihilation and creation
operators for the microwave cavity field, and g = E 0 (x a ) ·
d rr  / is the vacuum coupling strength between an atom and
the cavity which is determined by the zero-point electric field
of the cavity mode at the position of the atom, x a .
In the strong-coupling regime with g  κ,γr,r  where
1/γr,r  is the lifetime of the Rydberg states, when the atom
is on resonance with the cavity ( = 0) then a single photon
in the cavity will drive coherent vacuum Rabi oscillations
between |r and |r   at a frequency of 2g. This can be utilized
to realize a conditional phase gate via the following scheme: (1)
The cavity is initially detuned from the atomic resonance with
  g,κ,γ to minimize the perturbation of the atomic energy
levels due to the coherent coupling to the cavity energy levels.
The classical laser field is turned on for a time τ1 = π/ 
to drive a high fidelity π pulse from the upper qubit state
to the Rydberg state |1 → i|r. (2) The cavity is tuned
into resonance with  = 0 for a period of τ2 = π/g. If a
photon is present in the cavity it drives a 2π rotation of the
Rydberg state i|r → −|r   → −i|r, otherwise the Rydberg
state is unchanged. (3) The cavity is detuned again and an
identical π pulse as in (1) is applied to map the Rydberg
state back to the upper qubit state ±i|r → ∓|1 in a duration
τ3 = τ1 conditional upon the photon occupation number of
the cavity mode. This realizes a Cz conditional phase gate
with Cz = |0000| − |0101| + |1010| + |1111|, where
the two-qubit basis is defined as first the CPW Fock
state and second the atomic basis state. The total duration for
the gate operation is given by τ = π (2/  + 1/g). Combining
this universal gate with single qubit rotations it is therefore
possible to perform arbitrary two-qubit quantum gates and
provide a route to entangle the atom-photon system.
This simple gate sequence relies on the ability to rapidly
change  on a time scale fast compared to g, which can
be achieved either using a Stark shift of the Rydberg states
with an external dc electric field to change ωrr  or by using

an intracavity superconducting quantum interference device
which can switch ωc by 0.5 GHz in 1 ns [26,27].
To evaluate the gate performance and demonstrate entanglement generation we calculate the preparation fidelity of the
Bell state | +  = √12 (|01 + |10) with the atom initially in
√
|0 and the resonator in a superposition state (|0 + |1)/ 2.
Entanglement is established using the gate sequence Ha Cz Ha ,
where Ha denotes a Hadamard gate applied to the atom.
Initialization of the resonator is achieved by controllably
mapping the state of a superconducting qubit onto the cavity
mode by shifting the qubit into resonance for a time π/(2gSC )
[28]. This preparation step is included in the simulation
using typical parameters for a superconducting qubit with
gSC /2π = 100 MHz and a lifetime of 2 μs [3], however, we
assume perfect qubit initialization and single qubit operations
to determine the intrinsic hybrid gate fidelity.
We explicitly consider the cavity coupling from the
90s1/2 ,mj = 1/2 to 90p3/2 ,mj = 1/2 in Cs with transition
frequency
√ ωrr  = 2π × 5.037 GHz and a dipole moment of
drr  = 2/9 × 8360 ea0 . The radiative lifetimes of the states
are 820 μs and 2 ms, respectively [29], with negligible
contribution from the blackbody radiation at the millikelvin
temperatures used for performing superconducting circuit
experiments. Similarly, the A coefficient for the decay from
90p3/2 to 90s1/2 is 0.2 s−1 and can also be neglected.
The photon decay rate from the cavity is determined by
κ which is related to the quality factor of the resonator
by Q = ωc /κ, in addition to a contribution arising from
the mean thermal photon number within the cavity n̄th .
Finite temperature effects will be considered below but initial
calculations are performed in the zero-temperature limit with
n̄th = 0. The time evolution of the density matrix ρ during
the gate sequence is calculated using the Lindblad master
equation [30] for a range of coupling strengths
Q
√g and
√
factors. The fidelity determined using F = Tr(
ρi ρ ρi ),
where ρi = | +  + | is the ideal density matrix for the Bell
state.
The results are plotted in Fig. 2 which shows a contour map
of the Bell state preparation fidelity F for a range of g and
Q, showing high fidelity gates with F > 0.999 are achievable

g/2π (MHz)

FIG. 1. (Color online) Hybrid quantum gate scheme. (a) An atom
trapped above the electric field antinode of a superconducting
microwave coplanar waveguide resonator. (b) Level scheme for an
atom-photon conditional phase gate. The atom is prepared using
hyperfine ground states as the qubit basis. A π -pulse excitation maps
|1 → |r, which is resonantly coupled to close-lying state |r   via
the microwave cavity and undergoes a 2π rotation conditional upon
the presence of a cavity photon. A second π pulse from |r → |1
with the resulting phase controlled by the microwave photon.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Contour plot of the | +  Bell state preparation fidelity F using the hybrid quantum gate. At high Q the
fidelity is limited by spontaneous decay of the Rydberg levels during
the conditional rotation time τ = π/g. Dashed lines show analytic
fidelity estimate.
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using current capabilities. Accounting for the gate errors
caused by decay of the atom or photon during the entanglement
preparation results in an analytic fidelity estimate of F =
1 − π/(16g) × [3(κ + γr ) + γr  ], which is plotted as dashed
contours in Fig. 2 and shows reasonable agreement with the
complete numerical simulation. This reveals κ is the dominant
source of error requiring a Q > 2 × 107 to be comparable with
the finite lifetimes of the n = 90 Rydberg states which has
yet to be demonstrated using surface fabricated waveguides,
however, the photon decay is minimized for large g due to
reduced gate time. The simulation neglects errors accumulated
during the π pulses between |1 and |r, during which time
the dominant error arises from spontaneous emission
from the Rydberg state which occurs with a probability
Pr = 2(π/ )(γr /2). For /2π = 10 MHz, Pr ∼ 6 × 10−5 ,
which is small compared to a fidelity of F > 0.999.
We now consider the requirements for practical implementation of such a gate, starting with realistic values for
g and Q. The workhorse of superconducting circuit QED is
the microwave CPW [3] in Fig. 1(a) which features a central
conductor between two large ground planes which is fabricated
on a dielectric substrate which supports quasi-TEM microwave
fields. The resonator frequency is determined geometrically
and can be modified through choice of length and the ratio
of the widths of the center conductor, s, to the gap to the
ground plane, w [31]. The zero-point energy of the cavity field
ωc /2 is shared equally between the electric and magnetic
field modes of the CPW making it possible to normalize the
zero-point electric field in the cavity calculated using finite
element analysis via the energy density using

ωc
=
(r)|E0 (r)|2 d 3 r,
(2)
2
where (r) is the permittivity equal to 0 above the cavity
and r 0 in the dielectric substrate. Figure 3 shows the
transverse zero-point electric field magnitude and direction
at the antinode of a 5 GHz superconducting λ/2 resonator
grown on sapphire ( r = 9.6) with a center trace width of
s = 20 μm and gap of w = 10 μm, typical of CPW used
for superconducting qubits [3]. The peak field is confined
within the gap between traces at x = (s + w)/2 and falls off
approximately exponentially above the surface, as shown in
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Zero-point electric field distribution
around superconducting CPW cavity with a center trace of 20 μm
and a 10 μm gap. (b) Field distribution and vacuum coupling strength
to the 90s1/2 → 90p3/2 transition as a function of height above the
surface for both the resonator midpoint and gap center, which falls
off rapidly on a length scale comparable to the slot width w.

Fig. 3(b) which also plots the coupling strength g calculated
using the dipole moment of drr  given above, resulting in a
peak coupling of g/2π = 4 MHz.
Trapping Rydberg atoms close to superconducting circuits presents a significant challenge, as light scattered
onto the superconductor causes quasiparticle excitations that
reduce resonator Q and qubit lifetimes [32] in addition to
atom-surface interactions [30]. Current efforts have focused
on the magnetic trapping of atoms above superconducting
waveguides, making it possible to achieve z = 10 μm [16]
corresponding to g/2π ∼ 2 MHz for n = 90. While increasing
the quantum number of the Rydberg states will increase the
dipole moment by n2 this concomitantly reduces the cavity
frequency proportional to n−3 and hence the zero-point electric
field [33] resulting in an effective reduction of g ∝ 1/n.
An important figure of merit for the cavity QED system is,
however, the ratio of g/γr ∝ n2 , making n = 90 an ideal
compromise between g and the Rydberg state lifetime ∝n3
while operating at a frequency matched to state-of-the-art
superconducting quantum circuits [3,31].
The second critical cavity parameter is the intrinsic quality
factor of the resonator, Q, which determines the photon
lifetime within the cavity. This is predominantly limited by the
losses inherent in the dielectric medium and the presence of
contaminant particles on the chip surface. The best resonators
to date have a Q > 106 [34]; however, typically Q ∼ 105 [31].
Using these parameters mean state fidelities of F > 0.99 can
be achieved, as shown in Fig. 2. Assuming a classical coupling
rate of /2π = 10 MHz, the total gate duration is 350 ns.
Finally, we consider the effects of finite temperature on the
gate fidelity. Unlike optical cavity systems with frequencies
in the THz regime, superconducting microwave cavities have
significant thermal occupation even at cryogenic temperatures.
The mean thermal photon number in the cavity is given by
n̄th = (eωc /kB T − 1)−1 , which causes incoherent driving of
the |r → |r   transition in addition to reducing the fidelity
of the cavity photon state preparation. To demonstrate the
dependence on CPW temperature we calculate the Bell state
preparation fidelity as a function of temperature for the gate
detailed above using realistic parameters of g/2π = 2 MHz
and Q = 2 × 105 .
The results are plotted in Fig. 4, which shows both
√ the
fidelity of the cavity preparation in state (|0 + |1)/ 2 following interaction with the superconducting qubit Fγ and the
Bell state preparation fidelity F + for the entire gate sequence.
This shows that while the gate evolution is insensitive at low
temperature the fidelity drops rapidly above 40 mK due to the
thermal photon occupation preventing high fidelity preparation
of the cavity mode. This represents a physical limitation for
any experiments performed at this frequency, necessitating use
of a dilution refrigerator. Local heating of the resonator due
to the excitation lasers can be minimized using a two-photon
transition from |g to |r with a large single-photon detuning
relative to the intermediate state to provide stronger transition
matrix elements than the single-photon transition, reducing
the required optical intensity at the atoms. Additionally, the
single atom may be replaced by an ensemble and the Rydberg
dipole blockade mechanism
√ used to excite a single collective
excitation [35], giving a N enhancement in the coupling
strengths.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Finite temperature effects due to thermal
occupation of the cavity mode. F√
γ represents the fidelity of preparing
the cavity in state (|0 + |1)/ 2 via resonant interaction with a
superconducting qubit which drops rapidly above 40 mK due to
the thermal occupation of the cavity. F + is the resulting Bell-state
preparation fidelity which follows approximately linearly with Fγ .
Inset: zoom in around zero temperature.

The preceding results demonstrate that the hybrid controlled phase gate can generate entanglement between an
atomic qubit and cavity field inside a microwave resonator with
high fidelity. To extend the gate to application as a quantum
memory for a superconducting qubit Q1 , a teleportation sequence [36] can be used requiring an ancillary superconducting
qubit Q2 . Following preparation of the atom-photon Bell state,
the cavity field is then mapped to Q2 . Bell state measurements
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phase gate above.
In conclusion, we have proposed a method of entangling
superconducting cavity photons with Rydberg-atom qubits
which introduces few losses relative to its homogeneous
counterparts. Furthermore, we show that currently achievable
experimental implementations in each field can produce hybrid
entanglement fidelities in the 0.99 regime with gate times of
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of the resonator cavity. Utilizing the coupling of the microwave
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or magnetic dipole transition can then be exploited to map
the entanglement onto a qubit such as a collective solid state
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resonator mode [4]. This provides the possibility to use cold
atoms as quantum memories for superconducting systems, as
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MASTER EQUATION FOR GATE EVOLUTION

ATOM-SURFACE INTERACTIONS

To estimate the gate fidelity for preparation of the |Ψ+ i Bell
state between the atom and the resonator photons the density
matrix for the coupled system is evolved numerically using
the Lindblad master equation

An additional difficulty associated with trapping Rydberg
states close to a surface arises from the large dc polarisability ∝ n7 resulting in large Stark shifts and dephasing from
electric field fluctuations. Patch potentials due to atomic adsorbates have been observed to create a significant contribution to the background field which increases over time [1, 2],
so using a single atom will significantly reduce the deposition rate. Similarly, electric field fluctuations close to a gold
surface at 300 K have been studied using Rydberg superposition states [3] however at cryogenic temperatures there is
significant reduction of the field noise [4] corresponding to a
dephasing rate of order 10 Hz at n = 90. This effect can be
further suppressed by using off-resonant dressing fields to null
the differential ac Stark shift at low frequencies for states |ri
and |r0 i. [5].

1X
i
(2ĉi ρĉ†i − ĉ†i ĉi ρ − ρĉ†i ĉi ),
ρ̇ = − [H , ρ] +
~
2 i

(1)

where the decay operators ĉi are given by
ĉ1 =
ĉ2 =
ĉ3 =
ĉ4 =

√
√

−
γr σ̂rs
,

(2a)

γr0 σ̂r−0 s ,

(2b)

p
√

κ(n̄th + 1)â,

(2c)

†

(2d)

κn̄th â ,

accounting for spontaneous emission from the Rydberg states
at rate γr,r0 respectively, cavity loss at rate κ and thermalisation due to finite temperature effects. It is assumed that the
population decaying from the Rydberg states ends up in alternative ground states to give a lower limit on the achievable
fidelity due to spontaneous emission, as in practice a fraction
of the population will decay back to the qubit states. This is
modelled by inclusion of an additional reservoir state |si cou±
pled via raising and lowering operators σ̂r,r
0 s respectively.
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